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nonconforming aristocrat-so that the public was properly piqued by 3 April 1895, the day of the first trial.
Though Wilde was the prosecutor, it quickly became evident that he was the one on trial, not, as Wilde had intended, the raving aristocrat. The libel trial lasted three days and contained perhaps the most famous cross-examination scenes of any trial, pitting Wilde against Edward Carson, counsel for Queensberry, in a brilliant battle of wits. During the morning of the third day, 5 April, when the counsel for the defense was beginning its case, counsel for Wilde, Sir Edward Clarke, on Wilde's behalf and with his consent, urged the court to enter a plea of"not guilty" for Queensberry, admitting that the charge of "posing" was correct, and thus preventing the introduction of testimony from the youths Wilde was to have solicited. Queensberry, however, forwarded to the authorities the evidence that he had at great pains acquired, and later that evening Wilde was arrested at the Cadogan Hotel on Sloane Street.
Denied bail, Wilde remained in Holloway prison until his criminal trial began on the 26th of April. Standing trial with Wilde was Alfred Taylor, whose rooms at 13 Little College Street in Westminster served as a sort of brothel and social club where youths and their johns could mix. Wilde and Taylor were charged with indecency performed with other male persons and with conspiring with each other to commit indecent acts, implicitly sodomy. Seven days later, on the Ist of May, the jury could not reach a full consensus-most likely because of the legal technicalities of the conspiracy charge, which was eventually dropped, and the unreliability of several prosecution witnesses. The trial ended without a conviction.
Released on bail, Wilde waited for his next trial, not to begin until the next criminal court sessions on the 20th of May. Again Wilde was committed with Taylor, but Clarke, again representing Wilde, successfully argued that they be tried separately. Taylor's trial moved quickly, lasting that day and part of the next, and the jury reached a guilty verdict within 45 minutes. On 23 May Wilde was standing trial once more. By the 25th Wilde was found guilty and sentenced to two years of hard labor, the severest sentence possible. In passing sentence, Justice Wills took the opportunity to shame the two men:
Oscar Wilde and Alfred Taylor, the crime of which you have been convicted is so bad that one has to put ster restraint upon oneself to prevent oneself from describing, in language I would rather not use, the sentiments which must rise to the breast of every man of honour who has heard the details of these two terrible trials. That the jury have arrived at a correct verdict in this case, I cannot persuade myself to entertain the shadow of a doubt; and I hope, at all events, that those who sometimes imagine that a judge is half-hearted in the cause of decency and morality, because he takes care no prejudice shall enter the case, may see that that is consistent at least with the utmost sense of indignation at the horrible charges brought home to both of you. A great deal of the trials' cultural significance was molded by a sacrificial paradigm. Chief among the projects in any sacrifice is the creation of a proper victim: a scapegoat who embodies those characteristics the community wishes to expel and whose sacrifice will effectively rid the culture of its crisis by destroying the socially repellant attributes along with their embodiment. Wilde, in many ways, provided a readymade figure, ironically referred to in the press as the "Priest of the Decadents." Long the controversial exploiter of media attention, Wilde parlayed the growing technology of newspaper reproduction and distribution to enhance his celebrity persona while aligning himself with a culturally dissident avantgarde that was increasingly feminist, socialist, and antibourgeois with its utilitarian ethic. Packaging his university studies with John Ruskin and Walter Pater together with his charismatic personality, he marketed himself as England's leading aesthete and dandy, spearheading-through the media-a movement of like-minded men, and even when necessary consciously changing his image.4 Thus, Wilde was a known commodity to the press, already familiar with Wilde's exploits and able to market sales to a fascinated, suspicious, and fetishizing public. With his notoriety developed largely through the media, it was perhaps inevitable that the media would likewise be responsible for Wilde's downfall. The cruel glee that marks the reporting and editorializing reeks of not only hypocrisy and greed but also the revenge of a spumed lover.
In creating its scapegoat, the court fashioned Wilde as a homosexual typefrom Wilde's own personal characteristics in combination with characteristics of the bourgeois male, in effect redressing both-and the gay subject began to emerge. A performance, sacrificial or not, needs a public, and because this particular performance was media-driven, that public was a reading one.
Wilde's finest moment-and one that received the loudest applause-occurred during the second trial when he was asked to explain "the love that dare not speak its name." Less haughty than with Carson in the first trial and growing weary of being badgered, he nevertheless mustered himself for this moment. Responding on cue and playing the tragic hero he began: "The love that dare not speak its name" in this century is such a great affection of an elder for a younger man as there was between David and Jonathan, such as Plato made the very basis of his philosophy, and such as you find in the sonnets of Michelangelo and Shakespeare. It is that deep, spiritual affection that is as pure as it is perfect. It dictates and pervades great works of art like those of Shakespeare and Michelangelo, and those two letters of mine, such as they are. It is in this century misunderstood, so much misunderstood that it be described as the "Love that dare not speak its name," and on account of it I am placed where I am now. It is beautiful, it is fine, it is the noblest of affection. There is nothing unnatural about it. It is intellectual, and it repeatedly exists between an elder and a younger man, when the elder has intellect, and the younger man has all the joy, hope, and glamour of life before him. That it should be so, the world does not understand. The world mocks at it and sometimes puts one in the pillory for it. A performance, sacrificial or not, needs a public, and because this particular performance was media-driven, that public was a reading one. With the actual trial transcripts lost, destroyed, or repressed, the newspaper accounts provide the only surviving "firsthand" documentation of the event. In other words, the performance of the first gay subject was heavily mediated, an important aspect to keep in mind. On one hand, as Ed Cohen has recognized, the trials were reported through a filter that treated them as theatrical from the start (I993:I30). By deliberately invoking performance tropes-costume, gesture, dramatic dialog, and above all the body of a star actor-the newspapers attempted to write into their accounts an immediacy necessarily lost to those who could not be part of the courtroom gallery. It was the newspapers' task to position their readers as if the latter were present in the courtroom, as if they were actual witnesses to the performances themselves. By using a language of performance, the newspapers sought to render the trials real to their readers, to enhance their stories, and, finally, to sell more newspapers. As these examples reveal, the mediation performed by the journalistic texts was not only theatrical but homophobic and censorious, creating a stylistic mix of insinuating innuendo and melodrama. Even as they attempted to render the trials immediate by foregrounding the star's body, that immediacy was marked by the absence of the very subject of the trials: Wilde's acts of sodomy with 20-year-old youths. In fact, as Cohen demonstrates, the newspapers often reached a revelation of the physical act through a tortuous route of displacement, finding other ways to signify Wilde's crime without describing it in clear, concrete terms. This symptomatic mapping of the signs of sodomy, a process carried out by the court as well, functioned alongside the Victorian regulatory discourse on sexuality and effectively created a more complete typology of the male homosexual and his recognizable features. According to Cohen:
By mediating between the defense interpretation and the popular limits for (sexual) representation, the newspapers reiterated the defense's attempts to construct a new category of sexual transgression that could be signified not by a reference to specific "unnameable" sexual acts but by the depiction of a certain type of sexual actor. (1993:145)
The gesture-sodomy-entered into a more complete discourse through displacement onto a larger character-the homosexual. In other words, the character signified the act. Ironically, Victorian sexual repression incited a discourse of a homosexual identity and lifestyle in order to avoid invoking (or provoking) the body in action.
A fashionably dissident intellectual's attempts to articulate an alternative desire became the impetus for an explosive spawning of a new sexual discourse in the courts and subsequently the press. As more and more of Wilde's private activities with young men were exposed-as more of the sodomite pose was explored-the newspapers recoiled in horror but remained voyeuristically fascinated:
The Wilde case is sinking deeper and deeper into a foul morass where it becomes increasingly difficult to follow it. The fine verbal fencing of the first day has done little to relieve the horrible darkness of the succeeding passages of the trial, and even the Old Bailey recoiled with loathing from the long ordeal of terrible suggestion that occupied the whole of yesterday when the cross-examination left the artistic literary plane and entered the dim-lit, perfumed rooms where the poet of the beautiful joined with valets and grooms in the bond of the silver cigarette case. And when Oscar Wilde left the box the little light that had relieved the awful sombreness of the picture died out, as Mr. Carson went on to paint a horrid nocturne of terrible suggestions, a thing of blackness, only half defined, but wholly horrible. (The Evening News, 5 April 1895) Thus the scapegoat was created, mediated, and disseminated by a journalistic apparatus-a cultural technology of bourgeois patriarchy. A fashionably dissident intellectual's casual attempts to articulate an alternative desire became the impetus for an explosive spawning of a new sexual discourse in the courts and subsequently the press. Though the trials and their media coverage articuOscar Wilde Trials 47 lated that new discourse and gave a name to an otherwise unnameable set of acts, the articulation was intended to condemn. The price paid for a gay identity was the culturally damning discourse that ironically birthed it.
The specific discourse that emerged can be characterized by its recurrent themes-what was "talked about" in the courtroom. From beginning to end, the trials were demonstrably about relations between men, from the moment when only men were allowed in the courtroom (making it, for the most part, an all male performance for an all male audience), to the testimony from the witness box (what Wilde did with male youths), to the scenic backgroundnamely the clubs, educational institutions, and cultured street life that in late Victorian society were almost exclusively dominated by men. According to Richard Dellamora, the more visible homosexuality of the 8gos sent male institutions into crisis.
Wilde-as-dandy provided something of an early-warning signal that the combined prescription and proscription of intense male bonding at public school and the older universities was vulnerable to changes in masculine self-identification [...]. Hence the need to separate the gentlemen from the dandies, to retrench, to generate scandals, and to expel embarrassments like Wilde. (I990:208) Following Turner's crisis model for performance where crisis generates performance, the massive mobilization of cultural performances-the performances of the newspaper narratives, for example-suggests the extent to which Victorian society was put in crisis and, since the crisis involved almost exclusively men, the extent to which this society was defined by masculinity. Read backwards from the effect (the performances) to their cause (Wilde exposed), the "crime" clearly violated more than sexual propriety and the Victorian sense of decency. Wilde had touched a nerve.
Further, the vagueness of the law under which Wilde was prosecuted broadened the crime the trials redressed beyond acts of sodomy. Specifically, the Labouchere Amendment, or section I of the Criminal Law Amendment Act of I885, an "Act to make further provision for the Protection of Women and Girls, the suppression of brothels, and other purposes," literally tacked on at the last minute, effectively outlawed "any male person" from soliciting "in public or in private [...] any act of gross indecency with another male person." By phrasing the crime as "any act of gross indecency" the law allowed the criminalization of more than anal copulation, previously the only criminal sex act between men. In fact, sodomy before the Igth century was not exclusively interpreted as homosexual, hence not necessarily gendered as male, but rather signified anal copulation in general and could take place in heterosexual or even bestial contexts.7 The language of the amendment shifted the focus of the law from the crime of sodomy-a crime based on a specific act-to a crime against gender. The vague phrasing, then, is not wholly an example of Victorian prudery, but rather a general attempt to regulate male behavior. In short, this amendment effectively fosters the legal institutionalization of masculinity through the articulation in the courts of decent and indecent behavior between men. In fact, Wilde was never technically on trial for sodomizing boys; because of the phrasing of the law he was tried for violations against the male sex.
During the trials, the parameters of the male sex were determined by fatherhood, class, and the boundaries between the public and the private. In addition, the court demonstrated how Wilde consistently inverted private spaces into public forums, in effect living on the margin between private secrets and public notoriety. With the testimony of valets, masseurs, landladies, and chambermaids, the court followed Wilde to the private dining rooms of public restaurants, to the separate rooms in Piccadilly that Wilde occupied outside his family home in Tite Street, to the street cafes where he lunched, to the bedrooms of public hotels, even to a curious stain left on a bedsheet. Wilde's lack of regard for keeping his romantic interest in young men private outraged middle-class Victorian sensibility, even as it titillated the upper classes Wilde charmed. Queensberry, in fact, was not as outraged that Wilde might in fact be a sodomite in private, but that he insisted on posing as one in public. Wilde's friendship with Bosie, Queensberry complained in a letter, was already a suppressed scandal. He intended to make it public. Section I actually opened the private sphere for public, legal scrutiny by explicitly outlawing male homosexual acts "in public or in private." To Victorians who sanctified the private sphere's inviolability, the amendment was actually controversial. Wilde, as the first person tried under the amendment, tested not only the standards of indecent acts between men, but also the extent to which private sexual behavior could become publicly regulated. Wilde, as suggested above, violated the public sphere by daring society to accept the public "pose" of his private behavior with younger men. Conversely, section 1 violated the private sphere by allowing the public forum of the courts to expose and criminalize private behavior. Wilde was the perfect test case, then, for the very issue that made the law controversial: the issue of the law's intervention into private sexual activity. Before the trial, a legal expert commented to one of the members of Wilde's counsel, "We shall see which the jury dislike most-section i I or Oscar Wilde."'l The issue of privacy was then, in many ways, the defining "theme" of the trials around which the other themes operated. A public scandal was often for Victorians more appalling than private sin. And yet with the technology of the print media that enabled an increased circulation of the press and greater If, however, Wilde allowed the young men to dominate the relationships-as the courts seemed also to imply-then Wilde would need to be expelled from the patriarchal circles in which he moved freely. Wilde would have lacked the phallus.
The themes of the trials-male privilege, fatherhood, and class-in one significant way reconstructed the sanctity of bourgeois privacy. In another significant way, they reconstructed men's "privates." Ultimately, the trials as performed in the media caught up the "theme" of Wilde's body, reduced to the activity of his genitals. In other words, Wilde's body became both the natural site and a citation (in terms of both an authority and deployment) of his "crimes." Wilde's penis, then, became both the site of his crime and the instrument of it. Citing Wilde's body naturalized the construction of the trials themselves; reducing his violation of gender to the activity of his penis as the one prop he had in common with the men conducting the trials rendered the crime understandable to other men. The lowest common denominator, it became the only site for masculinity-its essential nature-since Wilde effectively inverted all others. According to Cohen, "As soon as Wilde himself became the subject of legal scrutiny, it was very clear that it was his body-and metonymically the constitution of the male body-that was at stake in the production of public meanings engendered by the case" (1993:I8I).
Paradoxically, the trials were also concerned with whether Wilde in fact had a penis after all. The implications of his unmanly behavior effectively pointed to its absence. His dandyisms and his aesthetic passions were to Victorians more feminine than masculine. Yet as a fellow member of the patriarchy who had progressed through its educational institutions, was productive in its culture, and enjoyed its privileges, Wilde partook as if he had one. He had even produced two sons of his own. Yet clearly Wilde's penis behaved differently than the run-of-the-mill bourgeois male's. In short, the question never asked but clearly center stage was whether Wilde was insertive or receptive in bed. By constructing Wilde as a corruptor of young men or as an upper-class gentleman mentoring lower-class youths in the ways of the patriarchy, however perversely-as the trials in part attempted to do-Wilde would have maintained his phallic identity. If, however, Wilde allowed the young men to dominate the relationships-as the courts seemed also to imply--then Wilde would need to be expelled from the patriarchal circles in which he moved freely. Wilde would have lacked the phallus.'2 Wilde's penis, however, was not the only prop that paradoxically appeared and disappeared. Other "gay" bodies were similarly elusive. With each successive trial, the number of witnesses was reduced, replaced with a reading of their testimony from the previous trial. The physical presence of the boys Wilde solicited, so feared by Wilde's counsel in the first trial because seeing them would make Queensberry's charges more "real," became merely the text of their statements, read no doubt by some clerk dryly and with distaste. This "textualization" of the boys' bodies in effect reduces the impact of the activities described, "veiling" the sex behind a screen of language.'3 But the elimination of bodies also effectively positions Wilde as the only participant in the act, as the only sodomite present. That the charge of conspiracy to commission acts of gross indecency brought against both Wilde and Taylor was eventually dropped may have benefitted Wilde in terms of the trial, but its dismissal also effectively (though illogically) denied that the acts were something other than an individual tendency, and that several men could agree that the acts were pleasurable. In effect, dropping the charge of conspiracy denied the existence of a community of men who took sexual pleasure in other men, despite the fact that the trials described that community in detail. Isolated, Wilde became a more effective scapegoat.
A key project of performance, according to Geertz, is to reveal the "essential nature" of what gets performed. Wilde, the "unnatural father," was contrasted to Queensberry, the "natural" one; Wilde was belligerently interrogated: Were his feelings for the younger Douglas "natural"? Were lower-class boys "natural" companions? Was it "natural" to dress up young men as gentlemen? Throughout, Wilde was systematically displayed as the ultimate site of the unnatural male, through a constant marking out, a "mapping" of natural and unnatural acts. But Wilde remained elusive on these points about nature. True to his tenets, style and posing were Wilde's paradoxical nature. As a result, the issue for the court was less the specific acts between Wilde and the boys and more Wilde's preference to perform for performance's sake, Wilde's radical Delsartian divorce of performance from an essential nature.'4 Perhaps Wilde lacked the essentializing penis after all. To the popular press at least, this was the root of Wilde's evil. According to the Daily Telegraph, "'Art for Art's sake'-that is the original catch-word of half the folly which is talked about in our midst. A falser or more foolish sentiment could not be imagined: it is demonstrably an error both on historical and psychological grounds" (Daily Telegraph, 27 May I895). The editorial further documents the danger:
Observe, however, how the mournful chain of deductions is drawn, ring by ring and link by link, from this misconceived and parodied first principle. Because Kant and Lessing and Schiller talked sometimes as if 'l'art pour l'art' were the right axiom or postulate of aesthetics-a doctrine, by the way, which was repudiated by Fichte and Hegel, to say nothing of our own English Ruskin-the modern disciple proceeds to urge that art, being non-moral, has no ethical bearing whatever, and therefore may deal frankly with the immoral. Hence has come upon us the detestable invasion of the foul and the squalid and the ugly, in what is called Realism; hence, too, in other writers, the marked preference for the unnatural, the sensual, the erotic-the suggestion of unhealthy passion, the poison of a sentimental dalliance with vice. (The Daily Telegraph, 27 May I895)
The Telegraph concludes, "We shall never get rid of the products unless we understand the cause; we shall never wash our hands clean of these stains unless we recognize how the waters of art have been fouled at their very source" (27 May I895). Notably, Wilde's sexuality was not the source of this outrage, but rather the implications of his aesthetic philosophy. Wilde's physical sex could be contained-as an effigy or in a prison-but his culturally dissident ideas proved more dangerous. What was on trial, then, was the "nature" of performance itself. By insisting that his life was a work of art, higher in style due to a cultivated artistic sensitivity, Wilde insisted that all lives may in fact be artificial, that what is seen as "natural" may in fact only be a performance misrecognized as nature. We can only see nature, Wilde insisted, after an artist has shown us a landscape. We can only see masculinity after Wilde the artist has shown us a stylized version of it. In effect, Wilde demonstrated Judith Butler's postulation about gender:
[I]f gender attributes and acts, the various ways in which a body shows or produces its cultural signification, are performative, then there is no preexisting identity by which an act or attribute might be measured; there would be no true or false, real or distorted acts of gender, and the postulation of a true gender identity would be revealed as a regulatory fiction. (1990:279) Wilde's most effective strategy, but the one which he grossly miscalculated, was turning the trials into a performance.
The trials of Oscar Wilde proved a sensational "theatrical" spectacle for the print media and a legal scapegoating of the socialite who turned the patriarchy into paradox. Placing himself (but also placed) at the intersection of performance and sexuality, Wilde (en)gendered a crisis revolving around the rights of a person to perform freely one's own sexual subjectivity, suggesting in fact that all sexual subjectivities might be performative. And yet, in the process, he performed within parameters well established by bourgeois patriarchal culture-fatherhood, class, and privacy-turning these issues into paradox but never really stepping outside of them. According to Moe Meyer, "By toying with the pathways of power he showed that the dominant culture had a life expectancy. It was constructed; it could be altered; and therefore it could die. Oscar Wilde, posing 'somdomite' (sic): a black hole in the fabric of white man's universe" (1994:99).
By toying with the patriarchal pathways of power, however, he tacitly allowed himself to be contained within them. Wilde transgressively created a space for the gay subject, but that space was ultimately as defined by the agent of desire as by the dominant, frowning discourse with the louder voice.
This fact today should give pause. The gay subject that emerged in I895 was privileged, urbane, male, and engaging in effectively cross-generational and cross-class relations, relations the privileged subject could dominate according to and within patriarchal rules. In fairness to Wilde, however, these were the limits of his historical and cultural position. And yet in spite of its problematic context, for his generation Wilde gave quite a performance. He remains a figure of notable interest: 
